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In this Issue:
This is the second of two successiveissues devotedto the HP 300 Computer.This allnew state-of-the-art
machineis the forerunnerof a computerfamilythat s expectedto meet
the needsof small businessusersinto the 1980s.
Lastmonth'sarticlesintroduced
the HP 300 anddescribedit f romthe user'spointof viewits novel keyboardand displaysystem,what it's liketo prograrn,its packagingand software.
This monthwe go insideand iook at its architecture
and processordesign(p. 3), its inpuU
(p.
output
system
the
9),
hardware
its
system(p. t3), its softwareoperating
design
of
display
ftr' , -:i
s y s t e m( p . 1 7 ) .a n d i t s p o w e rs u p p l y( p . 2 5 ) .
*;'W
Centralto the processordesignstoryarelhreecustomsilicon-on-sapphire
integrated
circuitchips,
large-scale
each containingmanythousandso{ transistors.Circuitscan be packedso denselyon thesechipsthat it was
possibleto buildthe HP 300'scentralprocessinguniton onlylwo printedcircuitboards,comparedto the eight
boardsthatwouldhave been requiredfor equivalenlcapabilityusingoldertechnology.
The powersupplyis of
inlerestbecauseit'san off-the-shelf
HP productdesignedfor generalcomputermainframeapplications,
andnot,
as is more oftenthe case, a specialunit that can't be used in any other computer.
This months covershowsthe HP 300 with some of the peripheralequipmentit can support.One HP 300
systemunitwilisupportup to 16 applications
terminals,
two printers,and externaldiscmemorieswitha capacity
o f 2 6 0 m i l l i o nc h a r a c t e r s .
-R. P. Dolan

Cost-EffectiveHardwarefor a
CompactIntegratedBusinessComputer
CMOS/SOStechnologyhelpsreduce an eight-board
processor to only two boards. Advanced architecture
supports the featuresfhe user sees.
by ArndtB. BerghandKenyonC. Y. Mei
HE HP 300 SOFTWAREENVIRONMENT,described
Iast month, is built on the architecturalcapabilities
of the HP 300 computerhardware.The HP 300 is a
stack machine with additional data spaces and a separate
code space. This means that the environment of an executing program consists of a non-modifiable code space of one
or more code segments, and a number of data spaces that
include the stack, the global data segment, and additional
array data segments that may be needed by the program
(see Fig. 1). The stack is used for program control, parameter passing, Iocal storage, and expression evaluation. The
data segments provide space for global data and additional
array data.
There is a stack for every program or task, but only one is
active at any time. The stack operates in the normal push
down, pop up mode using zero-address instructions. Oneaddress, indexed, direct or indirect instructions are provided for accessto data within the stack, global, and code
segment spaces. Indirect reference addressing is provided
Code Segments

for access to data in data segments.
The HP 300 has a rich instruction set of almost 200 instructions, including data manipulation instructions, program control instructions, and privileged instructions to
aid the task of the operating system.
Capabilities provided by this structure include relocatability, reentrancy, recursion, code sharing, program protection, convenient dynamic storage allocation, and a logical virtual memory structure for code and data that provides
a very large machine address space.
All program and data spaces are relocatable, that is, they
can be located anywhere in real memory without alteration.
A natural reentrancy capability is provided since program
code is separatedfrom data and is not alterable. This means
that a program may be interrupted from a code segment, and
that segment may be used by other programs and later
reentered by the first without concern that the code may
have been altered by the other programs.
By a simple linking mechanism, code is accessed logiStack (Local Oata)

Global Dala Segment

Addressing Modes
Top-of-stack operations
Direct with optional indexing,relativeto:
Program Counter
Procedure Base
Stack Pointer
Global Data Base
lndi.ect via above,with optional indexing to:
Current Code Segment
Any Data Segment

Array Data Segments
(Local or Global Data)

Fig. 1. HP 300 addressing
scheme. The environmentof an
executing program includes
non-modifiable code segmenfs
and a number of data spacesthal
include the stack, the global data
segment, and array data segmenls as needed.
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cally through systemtables.Togetherwith the previoustwo
properties,this provides a convenientmeansforthe sharing
of code. These code segmentproperties and the procedure
call mechanism that is used with the stack also provide a
natural recursioncapability, that is, the ability of a segment
of code to call itself.
Both user and system code and data are subjectto memory protection checks,a featurethat is very important to the
integrity of the system when used in multiprogramming
and multitasking applications. Dynamic storageallocation
is a feature of the stack architecture that provides a more
efficient use of main memory.
Virtual Memory
An architecturalfeaturethat greatly expandsthe capability of the HP 300 is the new virtual memory structure that
includes both code and data segmentation.Tables maintained by the systemcontain entriesfor all the codeand data
segmentsused by a program. Only the code and data segments currently being used need be present in memory,
with new segmentsbeing brought into memory as they are
needed.The operatingsystemusesthis featureto develop a
working set of code and data segmentsfor each program so
the use of memory resourcescan be optimized.
Data Segmentation
A variable may be passed to a program or procedure
either by value or by reference,that is, by passingits actual
value or by passing a pointer to the storagelocation of its
value.In the HP 300,the indirect pointerusedfor accessing
referencevariableshas been made a 3z-bit data descriptor,
or label. This label specifiesthe data areain which the data
resides,and the relativelocationwithin that dataarea.If the
label points to a data segment,the segmentnumber in the
label is used to index into the data segmenttable to find the
location of the segmentin real memory (seeFig. 2). The
offset in the data label plus the index registerthen are used
to compute the relative addressof the data within the segment. For protection, additional information in the table is
used to verify the validity of the label. This label structure
providesthe HP 300 with addressabilityto a data spaceof
up to 250million bytesfor the systemplus up to 250million
additional bytes of data for each task that is active on the
system.
Data S€gment Table

Control Bits
A: Absence Blt
M: Mode Bit
R: Relerence Bil
D: Oirty Bit (lndicates
Recent Change)

Fig.2. Whenvariablesare passedby referenceto a memory
location, the pointer to the location is a 32-bit data label that
contains a segment number and an offset. The segment
number is used to index into the data segment table for the
status and location of the segment.Segment presenceand
mode are checked and the offset is added to the address from
the table to give the address of the data.
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Gode Segmentation
The HP 300 system programming language is a blockstructured, procedure-oriented language. Procedures used
by a program may be located in separate code segments.
Calls to these segments are made through 32-bit program
labels that consist of a segment number and a logical entry
number in the target segment. The segment number is used
to index into a system-maintained code segment table to
find the location of the target code segment. The logical
entry number in the label is used to index into the procedure entry point table (STT) appended to the code segment
to find the starting address of the procedure. This segment
structure provides up to a gigabyte of system code space
plus up to a gigabyte of additional user code space for each
task that is active on the svstem.

InstructionSet
Instructionsareprovidedfor manipulatingthefollowing
datatypes:bit,byte,decimalandbytestrings,16-bitinteger
and logical, 32-bit integer and floating point, and 64-bit
floating point. These are predominantly zero-addressinstructions,such as.add,subtract,compare,shift, and so on.
They operateon the top of the stack and their opcode-only
nature savesspaceand thus improvescode compactness.
Indexableone-address
memory instructions,such as quad
Ioad, are provided for accessingthesedata types in memory. Program control instructions, such as procedure call,
are included to support the block-structuredsystem programming language.A set of privileged instructions for I/O
and operatingsystemuse, such as task launch, also have
been provided.
All these featuresprovide advantagesthat are important
in a multiprogramming environment. The user program
lives in a protectedlogical addressingstructure,with program space managed and protectedby the system. Although it is a 16-bitmachine,the HP 300 providesprocessing power approachingthat of a 32-bit machine.
Central Processing Unit
The HP 300CPU,Fig. 3, is an answerto the challengesof
high computingspeed,lowpower consumption,and physical compactness.Three custom-designedlarge-scaleintegrated (LSI) circuits, processedby HP's complementary
metal-oxide-semiconductor/silicon-on-sapphire
(CMOS/
SOS) facility, enabled our logic designersto pack what
might have been an eight-board CPU into two. The integrated-circuit chip set, 6K 32-bit words of read-only memory controlstore,and someperipheralIogicresideon oneof
the boards,the processorboard.The other board,the bus
interface controller board, contains registers,drivers, and
the asynchronoushand-shakelogic required to communicate through the intermodule bus, which connects the
processorelements(Fig. ).
The fact that the HP 300 CPU is a microprogrammed
processorgreatlysimplifieshardwaredesignand allows a
greatdealof flexibility in the developmentschedule.It also
allows other groups to take advantage of this powerful
processor.For example,the input/outputprocessoris emulated by the CPU, that is, a portion of the CPU's microprogramming implements a separateI/O processorwith an
instruction setthat is different from the CPU's.Another new
HP computersystem,the HP 3000/33,usesthe sameproces-
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Fig. 3. fhe HP 300 CPU hardwareis functionallypartitionedinto three CMOS/SOSchips. The
addressesthat controlthe other
processorcontrolunit (PCU) chip generatesmtcroinstruction
two chips:the register,address, skip,and special (RASS)chip and the register,arithmetic,and
logrc untt (RALU)chiP.
sor hardware (with one pin hardwired to a different voltage)
with its own microprogram. A powerful self test is easily
implemented by the inclusion of self-test microcode.
CMOS/SOS technology was chosen mainly because of its
good speed-power product, high density, and ease of design. This technology allowed relatively inexperienced
logic designers to start designing while the process was
being developed. This is becausedesigning a CMOS chip is
Iike designing static logic, so the designers did not have to
be concerned about charge storage and timing, which are
critical in dynamic NMOS integrated circuits. The en-

gineering decision to design a three-chip set was based on
optimal logic partitioning, pin limitation, projected yield
due to chip size, speed, and available development resources such as manpower and time.
The HP 300 CPU is a general-purpose microprogrammed
processor with special features useful for emulation of the
HP 300 system language instructions. Decoding of
Huffman-coded instructions and automatic bounds checking are all done by hardware. Two top-of-stack (ToS) registers are provided for fast accessto the stack. To reduce the
complexity of the stack control logic, the stack area in main
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Custom Processor-to-HP-lBIntertaceChip

Fig. 4. The 150-lineintermooute
bus connecls the processorelements,the memoryelements,and
thetnputloutputchannels.The bus
is asynchronousand provides
separateaddress and data handshake /ines for better performance. Perrpheraldevices are
connected to the general inputl
output channel vra the HP lnterface Bus(IEEE4BB).
memory is always kept current, that is, the contents of the
hardware stack registers are duplicated in main memory.
AII data registers are 16 bits wide. Double- and four-word
instructions are facilitated by taking advantage of two- and
four-word shift hardware. Environmental registers (address
pointers) are 20 bits wide for easy manipulation of Z0-bit
addresses.
The LSI Chip Set
T h e p r o c e s s o rc o n t r o l c h i p ( P C U ) , F i g . b , i s t h e s m a l l e s t
c h i p ( 5 2 6 0 x 3 5 7 0 m i c r o m e t r e s ) .I t c o n t a i n s 5 0 0 0 d e v i c e s
(transistors and diodes). Microprogram sequencing,
CPU clock generation, and a real-time clock are the
major functions of the PCU. The sequencing hardware includes microaddress incrementers, a two-level subroutine
save-register stack, and a mapper that maps the current
instruction to the beginning of the microprogram that exec u t e s i t . T h e P C U g e n e r a t e sa v a r i a b l e , s i n g l e - p h a s e m i crocycle clock that governs CPU operation. The length of
the clock period depends on the microinstruction being
executed. It can also be extended to wait for memory data or
the next microinstruction during a jump. A system realtime clock and immediate microprogram data are also generated by the PCU.
T h e r e g i s t e r - a d d r e s s - s k i p - s p e c i a( R
l ASS) chip, Fig. 6,
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a n d t h e r e g i s t e r - a r i t h m e t i c - l o g i c - u n i(tR A L U ) c h i p , F i g . 7 ,
together perform the data path functions. The RALU chip
contains about 8000 devices and measures 4930 x 4930
micrometres. It provides 16 registers, eight for address
storage and the other for general-purpose use. The arithmetic and logic computation hardware also reside on
this chip. In addition to standard ALU functions, the RALU
performs integer multiply/divide, decimal addition, and
64-bit shift operations.
The RASS chip ( B0 x 5200 micrometres, 7000 devices) serves several purposes. Its register file provides
the second operand to the ALU. If the current instruction is
a memory reference type, special hardware will extract the
Huffman-coded displacement with the contents of the
index register added to it if necessary. The RASS also automatically checks the effective address against its proper
baseand limit registers within one microcycle. This powerful feature savesboth time and microprogram steps. Condition code, interrupt priority control, and skip decision logic
also reside on the RASS.
The Main Memory
A standard HP 300 Computer System includes 256K
bytes of main storage, which is expandable to 1024K bytes
in 128K-byte increments. The main memory consists of a

F i g . 6 . R A S Sc h i p

Fig.5. PCU chip
controller board and two or more memory array boards. The
controller handles the IMB handshake and the error detection and correction of memory data words. Together with
each tG-bit data word stored in memory array boards, there
are six extra check bits; they enable the controller to correct
all single-bit errors and detect all double and/or odd errors.
The history of error activities is logged in the controller
automatically to provide useful service information.
CPU Operation
The timing of CPU operations is controlled by the CPU
clock generated by the PCU chip. The rising edge of this
clock loads the new microinstruction into the ROM instruction registers,and the decoding begins immediately. A and
B operands are selected and sent to A and B registers on the
RALU chip. When the CPU clock changes state, the direction of the time-multiplexed CPU data bus is turned around,
and the result from the ALU is sent to its designated destination. The fetching of the next microinstruction is done in a
pipelined fashion: the PCU sends out the next ROM address
while the current microinstruction is being processed.This
overlap eliminates waiting for the next microinstruction.
A 32-bit microinstruction is interpreted as one of five
different formats, depending on its function specification
( F i g . B ) .F o r e x a m p l e ,o n e o f t h e f o r m a t s d i v i d e s t h e 3 2 b i t s
into seven control fields: three fields specify the operand
pair and storageregisters,two fields specify arithmetic/shift
options, another field indicates conditional skips, and the
last field sets the status of control flip-flops.
The HP 300 orocessor can be viewed as a three-address

machine. However, not all formats provide this threeaddress capability. ]ump address and ROM constants are
included at the expense of other fields.
The microprocessor design is closely tailored to the HP
300 architecture. As an example, we can look at part of the
STOREinstruction, which pops the top element of a data
stack into a memory location. This instruction specifies one
of three possible base registers, a five-to-eight-bit displace-

Fig.7. RALUchip
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Fig.8. HP 300 microinstructionsare 32 bits wide and come in
five formats.
ment, and an indexing option. The microprogram to emulate a STOREis shown below:
ABUS
BASE
TOSA
S

BBUS
PADD

FUNCTION
]SB
XFER
CAD

LABEL
STRI

STOFE
MSPE
BUSD
S

SPECIAL
BWRO
CLAT

SKIP
INDR
LJBNT)
NEXT

IDS
Al Knoll, Bernie Stewart,Norm Marschke,Dave Delano,
Tom Gilbert, Hal Sampson, Janelle Bedke, Peter
Rosenbladt,fim Basiji.
Power Supply
|im Mathios,Dick Ollins.
I/O Subsystems
Andre Schwager,Gordon Matheson,Bob Berliner, Ed
Giaimo,Collin Park, Dean Lindsay,Lang Lok, SteveSun,
fack Elward.
Diagnostic and Support Tools
Jim Lewis,RussScadina,Jim Holl, DaveDelano,Carson
Kan, JoanieBanks-Hunt,RogerRuhnow, RobertPaull.
Industrial and Product Design
RogerLee,ScottStillinger,DaleDell'Ario, Beth Blomenkamp.
Technical Support and Engineering Services
Aida Silva,DarleneHarrel,Linda Pipkin, Corri Mooney,
Ron Villata,Nellie Monsees,Bob Jones,ChuckHabib,Vince
Napoli and staff.

The first line computes the operand address by adding a
base register, a displacement, and the conditional index.
The RALU hardware handles the BASE option and chooses
the S, DB, or Q register as the ABUS operand. The RASS
extracts the correct displacement and adds the index register to it if needed, providing the result (PADD)as the BBUS
operand. The sum of these two operands (JSB implies
addition) is stored into three registers (MSPE):the memory
address register on the BIC board, the effective address
E register for bounds comparison on the RASS, and an
internal RALU register for future access.If the instruction is
an indirect store, the PCU does a subroutine jump [SB) to
microroutine STRI and saves the return address in a
hardware subroutine stack.
The second line transfers the top element in the data stack
(TOSA) to the memory data register TBUSD)and writes it out
to memory (BWRQ. The address in E is checked (UBND)
against proper base and limit registers in the RASS. A
violation would result in an immediate microprocessor trap
before the data is written into memory.
To finish the STOREroutine, the last line decrements the
stack pointer(s) and pops the top element in the internal
register stack (CLAT)-the PCU hardware simply declares
current top-of-stack register TOSA invalid and the next-totop register TOSB becomes the new TOSA. The end of the
instruction is marked by NEXT, which causesthe hardware
to enter the instruction fetch phase.
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A GomputerInput/OutputSystemBased
on the HP InterfaceBus
by W.GordonMatheson
HE BASIC INPUT/OUTPUT BUS of the HP 300 is
the HP InterfaceBus, or HP-IB,HP's implementation
of IEEE Standard 488 and identical ANSI standard
MC1.1. The integrated display system (IDS), the flexible
disc drive, the system disc drives, the printers, and other
devicesinterfaceto the systemvia the HP-IB. However, the
HP-IB is not the only I/O bus allowed on the HP 300' The
computer hardware supports up to fifteen I/O channels of
several different classes.An HP 300 I/O channel is interfaced to the systemby a channel controller board installed
on the intermodule bus (IMB) to provide interrupt capability, DMA (direct memory access),channel program
management facilities, and special protocol translation
between the computer system and devices on the I/O bus.
For brevity, channel controllers will be called "channels"
in this article.
l/O Channel Characteristics
An I/O channel contains up to 16 read/write registers.It
also respondsto various I/O commandsissuedover the IMB
for such purposes as processing interrupts and channel
program service requests,channel identification, and initialization. The I/O systemstructuresupportseight devices
per channel.Each channel may incorporatea DMA facility
for performing data transfersbetween main memory and
peripheral devices without central processingunit (CPU)
intervention. Priority for memory accessis basedon physi
cal proximity to the CPU. Many I/O channelsmay conduct
DMA transfersconcurrently on the IMB, interleaving their
memory cycles with the CPU on a priority demand basis.
At initial releasethe HP 300 has only two channel types,
the 31262,{GeneralI/O Channel(GIC)for HP-IBinterfacing,
and the 31264A Asynchronous Data Communication

of up to eightRS-z32data
Channel(ADCC)for management
links.
communication
Device ReferenceTable
Each of the eight devices on an I/O channel has a fourword entry in reservedmemory. The first word containsthe
addressofthe next channel instruction to be executed'The
second word contains the memory address of a special
interrupt parameterarea,called the channel program variable area (CPVA). The third word is the label of the code
segmentto be executedwhen the deviceinterrupts the CPU.
The fourth word is used to coordinate and maintain the
activity status of programmed I/O operations.The area of
memory containing this information for all I/O devices is
called the device referencetable, or DRT (seeFig. 1).
l/O Operations
There are three types of I/O operations: direct I/O, programmed I/O, and interrupt processing.
Direct I/O operationsare done with a set of I/O-oriented
CPU instructions. They allow a privileged-mode programmer to read and write channel registers,perform special
diagnostic operations,affect the ability of channels to requestinterrupts,resetand initialize the channels,and identify which channels are present on the IMB.
Interrupt processingis done within a multilevel priority
structure.Channelsare individually enabledand disabled
for accessinga common interrupt requestline by bits within
a mask word broadcastto all channelssimultaneously.This
is done by the CPU to disableinterrupts from lower-priority
channels when it decides to service an interrupt from a
particular channel.Interrupt requestpriority is determined
strictly by channel number. The standardorder is for lower
l/O Driver
Oata Segmont

Devlce
Refsrence
Table

Halted
Runnlng
DilA Data Transfer
Waltlng lor tlevlce

Interrupt
DataSogment

Fig. 1. HP 300 hardware inputl
output system memory organiza'
tion. Every llO device has an entry
in the device reference table
(DRT).The channelprogram variable area (CPVA) contains interrupt parameters.
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channel and device numbers to have higher priority. However, each channel determines the priority of its devices and
may provide means for the programmer to disable devices
individually.
When the CPU is interrupted, it queries the highestpriority requesting channel to obtain the device number to
be serviced. Then the CPU saves the old software environment on the stack and establishes a new software environment on the interrupt control stack in the interrupt code
segment indicated by the device's DRT entry.
Programmed I/O is a means of accomplishing I/O operations through execution of special I/O programs that are
initiated by software but executed by a special I/O processor
or by the CPU in a special I/O processor mode. programmed
I/O is provided to allow complex I/O operations to proceed
in parallel with software execution, and to remove the burd e n o f d e t a i l e d m a n a g e m e n to f l o w - l e v e l I / O b u s p r o t o c o l s
from software.
Channel Programs
A channel instruction set is defined for the GIC as part of
t h e b a s i c s y s t e m c a p a b i l i t i e s .T h i s i s u s e d t o c r e a t e I / O oriented channel programs, which are not executable by
software (they are generally contained within a data segment). The channel instruction set is designed around a
management framework for the HP-lB that provides interleaved service on several devices concurrently and independently. Many channel instructions are in high-level
forms (buffer transfers, pauses, halts, computed jumps,
etc.), with the details of HP-IB command structure and
protocol being handled by a channel program processor.
F i g . 2 i l l u s t r a t e st h e l o g i c a l o p e r a t i o n o f t h e I / O s y s t e m .
Channel program execution is initiated when a SIOp
machine instruction is executed, specifying a selected
channel, device, and starting address for the channel prog r a m . W h e n t h e c h a n n e l p r o g r a m t e r m i n a t e s ,a C P U i n t e r rupt will be requested for that device, with parameters
indicating the reason for the interrupt stored in the CPVA.
Executing the SIOP instruction on a channel that does not
execute its own channel programs causes the channel to
request channel program service on one of two CSRe
s w i t c h - s e l e c t e dl i n e s o n t h e I M B . C S R e I g o e s t o t h e C P U .
CSRQ2is provided so that it may be possible in the future to
design a separate channel program processor [CPP) to relieve the CPU of its channel program processing load.
Channels that execute their own channel programs may do
s o s i m u l t a n e o u s l y w i t h C P U o p e r a t i o n s ,a n d d o n o t u s e a
CSRQline.
When the CPU seesa request on CSRe1,it enters a special
CPP mode of operation to execute the channel program for
the device without disturbing the software environment.
When the device's channel program is terminated or temporarily suspended pending a device request, the CPU resumes execution of software instructions until the next
request for channel program service. The CPU will usually
be in CPP mode a small fraction of the time.
The CPU checks for a number of errors during channel
program execution, and may abort the program without
affecting operations with other devices. Some detectable
e r r o r s a r e : i n v a l i d i n s t r u c t i o n s ,i l l e g a l u s e o f s o m e i n s t r u c tion features, HP-IB lockup, and DMA memorv errors. Each
10 lewren pAoKARD
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sroP=Start
l/O ProgramCommand
csRo=ChannelProgramServiceRequest
tRo=lnterrupt
Request
Fig.2. HP 300 hardwareinputloutputsystemlogical opera
tion. Channelprograms for rnput and output operatronsare
wnttentn a spectaltnstructtonset and executedeitherby the
llO channelsthemselvesor by the CPUin a channelprogram
processor (CPP)node.
error is reported by interrupt with a special code in a res e r v e d C P V A w o r d . D M A e r r o r m e s s a g e si n c l u d e t h e s u s pected offending memory address.
l/O Channel Types
There are three classes of I/O channels allowed by the
HP 300 hardware I/O system, although not all have
been developed.
GIC-Type Chonnels: This class of channel works with the
channel program service procedures of the CPU. It translates all device requests into channel program service requests. This type of channel must look very similar to the
31.2624 GIC in register format, and it must appear to attach
to an HP-IB.
Software-Controlled Chonne.ls: It is possible to have a
channel that relies on software instead of programmed I/O
to perform all operations. Such a channel translates device
service requests into CPU interrupt requests.
Progrom-Interpreting Chonneis [PIC]: It is possible for a
c h a n n e l t o b e d e s i g n e d t o e x e c u t ei t s o w n u n i q u e c h a n n e l
instruction set. Such a channel may use a programmed I/O
approach similar to that of GIC-type channels, or it may use
r e q u e s ta n d r e s p o n s eq u e u e sf o r c o m m u n i c a t i o n , e x e c u t i n g
o n t a b l e s t r u c t u r e s i n s t e a d o f s i n g l e - c h a n n e li n s t r u c t i o n s .
System ldentification Provisions
To facilitate system autoverification and autoconfiguration, identification features were added to all levels of the
I/O system. First, there is an I/O instruction that identifies all
used channel numbers on the IMB. Second, each channel

A Small, Low-Cost 12-Megabyte
Fixed Disc Drive*
by Richard L. Smith
Earlyin the conceptualphaseof the HP 300 project,the need for a
residentlow-costmass memorywas recognized.While many existing disc driveswould haveadequatelylulfilledthe needs of a system
memory,nonemet the requirementsof availablespace, power,reliability,and capacity necessaryfor the small integratedsystem concept of the HP 300. Thus, the design goals for this memory were:
smallestpossiblesize, 12-megabytecapacity, low cost, high data
reliability,
high performance,
and compatability
with the mounting,
cooling,power,RFl,and HP-IBrequirements
of the HP 300 System.
Fig. 1 is a photographof the disc drive used in the HP 300.

To meet the capacityand performancegoals,a techniqueof positioningthe read/writeheads was developedthat uses the data surface directlyas a reference,ratherthan a separatereferencesurface.
Data is organizedon a disc surface into concentric circles called
tracks and blocks of data called sectors. Between sectors there
normallyare gaps with nothingrecordedrn them. In our intersector
gaps we place informationfor locatingthe track centeron a sampled
basis,and track identificationaddressesin Gray code formatso that
we can updateourpositionwhenseekinga newaddress(seeFig.2).
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Fig.2. lnformatronrecordedtn gaps betweendatarecordson
the dlsc makesit posslb/eto use the data surfaceas a reference for positioningthe readlwriteheads.

Fig, 1. Ihls 12-megabyteftxed disc provides built-in mass
memory for the HP 300 Computer.

When a head is on track it reads eoual amountsof A and B fine
servofields.This informationcan be decoded on a sampled basis,
once per sector, and used for Jineservo positioning.
When a head is traversingthe disc surface in a seek mode, it
samplesthe Gray code track addressesto update its posittonand
^ ."re completeartrcleon this new state-ol-the-artdisc drive is plannedlor a
;UEt:',t:l:J:,:

The size goal dictated the use of a rotary (rather than linear)
actuator,brushlessdc (ratherthan ac) motor, and a single platter.
The capacitygoal requiredthat both sides ol the platterbe used for
Thecostgoal
dataand thatlinearand radialdensitiesbe maximized.
indicatedthat a high degreeof toolingwould be neededand that a
firmwareratherthan discretecirmaximumuse of microprocessor
currrywas necessary.
The high data reliability
could be met in one oi two conventional
ways:usingMFMencodingand errorcorrectingcircuitry,or usinga
FM.We opted for the
self-clocking
code such as double-frequency
lowercapacitybut highlyreliableFM encodingtechniqueand therefore saved the substantialcost of error correctingcircuitry.
To use a lower-cost rotary actuator, it is necessary to use
technologywas
headsand media.The Winchester
Winchester-type
pioneeredby IBM Corporation.The heads are designed to take oft
and land from a lubricateddisc surfaceand fly about0.5 pm fromthe
disc, which is rotatingat 3000 r/min.Becauseof this extremeproximThedriveis
ityof the headto the disc surface,cleannessis essential.
manufacturedin a class-100clean environmentand sealed from
Internalair is continuouslypurged by reciroutsidecontamination.
culatingit througha 0.3-p.mfilter.

Richard L. Smith
RichSmith,sectionmanagerin charge
of mass memory development,receivedhis BSdegree in electronicsand
physics from the Universityof San
Franciscoin 1962.He joinedHPin 1970
with experienceas a magneticrecording specialistand read/writeand servo
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the 26444 terminaland the 7910 disc
system,and designed parts of the
7970,3960,and 3955tape recorders.A
native oJ San Mateo, California,Rich
served as oresidentof the Board of
while
Educationin SanJose,California
\* livingthere.TheSmithfamily,whichincludesfivechildren,now livesin Boise,ldahowhereRich'sleisure
timeis spentcamping,fishing,stampcollectingand workingwithhi-fi
equrpment.
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servo on a real{ime basis. To reduce the circuitry requiredfor the
seek algorithm,a resident microprocessoris used. When a new
address is commanded,the microprocessorcomputesthe distance
to be covered and generatesan acceleratronsignal based on the
formula s : lzal2. As the actuator moves the head toward the
desired location,the microprocessormonitorsthe track addresses
and corrects the accelerationterm as reouired.
Since a reference surface is not used, there is no clock track
availableand thereforespindle speed controlis essential.The spindle hub includesteeth that are sensed optically.The edge of each
tooth is used to determinea radiallineacrossthe disc that represents
the beginningof each sector.The speed of each tooth is measured
and used in a phase-lockservo comparator to keep the spindle
speed constant.Additionalcircuitrymonitorsallinternalvoltagesand

the speed controlso that data is writtenonlywhen the drive is ready.
To maximizedata transferrate and signal-to-noiseratio,read and
wrrteamplifiersare mountedwith the heads on the actuatorarms. lt
was decided that a single read/writehead per disc surface, rather
than the conventionaltwo heads per surface,was a betterchoice for
a low-costobjective.
The built-inmicroprocessorallowsthe controllerto be residentwith
the drive and is powerfulenoughto permitthe inclusionof 56 separate self-testfeatures including reading and writing to an unused
track.Self-testis automaticallyinitiatedon power-upor may be commanded locallyor remotely.Resultsof the self-testare displayed by
lightson the controllerboard.A 256-bytesectorbufferis includedas
part of the controllerto allow bufferedreadsand writesto accommodate differingdata transferrates.

has a configuration register that identifies the channel
class, specific type, and capabilities. On the HP-IB, the HP
printers and discs, the integrated display system, and some
other peripherals respond to a unique identification protocol whereby the system may determine attached device
types and addresses without user intervention.

EXECUTEDMA: Performs initiation and termination bookkeeping for a DMA transfer without any HP-IB protocol.
R E L A T I V EI U M P : . B r a n c h e s u n c o n d i t i o n a l l y t o c o n t i n u e
channel program execution at a new address.
WAIT: Suspends the channel program until the device
requests service on the HP-IB.
WRITE RELATIVEIMMEDIATE:Writes a literal into a specified word of the channel program.
There are also instructions for reading, writing, and modifying channel registers.The instruction set provides access
to almost every capability of the HP-IB.

31262A General l/O Channel
The GIC contains registers and a DMA facility for interfacing the HP-IB to the IMB. It is designed to be operated
using channel programs, so device requests on the HP-IB
cause only channel program service requests and not interrupt requests.Interrupts are requested only by command of
the CPP or CPU when required in the course of programmed
I/O. Eight registers on the GIC are associated with management of the HP-IB , and are contained in the PHI chip, an HP
propietary SOS/MOS LSI component.l The PHI chip provides all the interface functions of the HP-IB and performs
the detailed handshaking and control sequences, keeping
these details of HP-IB operation transparent to the CPU or
CPP. DMA logic can be invoked to transfer data bytes between main memory and the HP-IB at up to one million
bytes per second. The GIC has timeout logic to detect lockups or inordinate delays in HP-IB or DMA operation.
Channel Instruction Set
The HP 300 channel instruction set executed by the CPU
is as follows:
READ, WRITE: Transfer bytes between an HP-IB device and
main memory. After the transfer, the byte count and memory address residues are left in the instruction fields.
Options:
1. Full record or subrecord (burst) transfers
2. Up to 15 data chain blocks
3. Data buckeUsource using single memory word
4. Disable updating of residue byte count and address
5. Start/end on left or right byte of memory word.
DEVICE-SPECIFIED
fUMP: Uses a byte of status from the
device to do a table lookup for the address of the next
channel instruction to execute.
IDENTIFY:Performs a unique HP-IB protocol sequence that
returns an identification code from the HP-IB device.
CLEAR:Sends an HP-IB Selected Device Clear command to
the HP-IB device to reset it.
COMMAND HP-IB:Sends up to eight HP-IB commands of the
programmer's selection.
12 rewLerr,pncKARD
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An lnnovativeProgramming
OperatingConsole
by AlfredF. Knoll and NormanD. Marschke
HE HP 300's integrateddisplay system (lDS) is a
microcontroller-basedalphanumeric keyboard and
display system optimized for use as the system
console and program development station in the HP 300.
Full use of the powerful programming, display management, and editing features of the HP 300 dictates this
somewhat unconventional, specialized programming and
operating console. As an integral part ofthe HP 300 instead
of a remote general-purpose terminal, the IDS shares the HP
Interface Bus with the built-in fixed and flexible discs.
Although it may seem unusual to have a programming
console on the same interface bus as the computer mass
storage devices, it is precisely this arrangement that gives
the IDS its unusual features. By allowing the IDS the same
communication capabilities as the discs, a very close interactive relationship with the CPU is made possible. Taking advantage of this association is the key to the IDS features.

The WindowConcept
Perhapsthe mostrevolutionaryfeatureof the IDS is the
idea of being able to view and manipulate portions of a
number of independent display files that coexist simultaneously on a single CRT. Conventional terminals operate
in an essentially serial fashion: the items displayed are
sorted by entry sequence, so that the last item displayed is
the most recent entry. By contrast, the IDS display is sorted
by ultimate item organization.
This element of visual fidelity adds a new facet to the
classical concept of interactive programming. Since multiple interactions can be sorted on the display by their env!
ronment rather than by entry sequence, the HP 300 need not
follow the conventions imposed by ordinary terminals.
A window can be considered a viewport into a file, instead of a copy of a file. Using this concept, changes or
additions to the display via the keyboard are made simultaneously to the actual file with the results immediately
visible to the user.
Windows are implemented on the display by dividing the

screen into rectangular subsetsof the 24-row-by-80-column
display. These areas are delineated by dotted lines called
borders. The dotted lines occupy the space between adjacent characters, so the number of displayable characters is
not reduced by the presence of these window borders.
Each window can be considered a separate display almost as if it were an independent terminal. The information
iri a window can be edited or scrolled both horizontally and
vertically without altering either the contents or the position of the other windows on the screen. The capability to
store more than one environment for window set) Iocally
and modify any eligible window, whether it is currently
active or not, provides previously unattainable file manipuIation power.
The Softkey Concept
The versatility of window-oriented display management
is further enhanced by the softkeys. The eight softkey
switches add a new dimension to task selection and user
interaction. Program-definable labeling of these keys permits the creation of powerful, easy-to-useapplication programs not possible with conventional terminals. The labels
defining the functions of the softkeys are displayed in a
window next to the softkeys along the right side of the CRT.
Several important capabilities are provided by the seemingly simple dynamic labeling of these special-function
keys. The first and perhaps most obvious is that of allowing
the user to quickly select from a menu of options iust what
to do next. Suitable relabeling allows the selection of one of
512 items using only three keystrokes.
The next friendly feature realized by the softkeys is syntactical independence. For normal mortals, ertors in system
command creation and entry can be annoying, frustrating,
and potentially disastrous. Use of the softkeys eliminates
spelling and punctuation errors from the task selection
process.
Yet another important feature is the simple fact that the
possible next action options are displayed for the user's
selection. One doesn't have to remember all the commands
lounltel 13
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Fig. 1, Dual bus structureenablescloseinteractionbetween
the HP 300 CPU, the integrated display system (lDS) controller, and the HP 300 display processor.
or refer to a command summary or manual because the next
set of menu items is displayed on the CRT. The problem of
communicating one's desires to the AMIGO operating system is thereby vastly simplified.

response to window requirements from the user. This program resides in the display memory along with the text that
it puts on the CRT. The display processor accesses this
program and creates the composite character stream in response to the program parameters.
The display program is made up of two parts, the instruction table and the text (see Fig. 2). The active instruction
table is a sequence of four-byte instructions sufficient to
define all the rows in the currently viewed windows on the
screen. The text is a series of linked buffers in the same
memory, containing ASCII character codes and various
embedded display control information bytes. Each row in
each window is defined by one four-byte instruction and its
associated text buffer list.
The table is accessed as a series of four-byte instructions.
Each instruction refers to an individual row of text in a
single window. For a vertically partitioned screen the first
instruction refers to the first row of text in the first or upper
left window area. The next instruction refers to the first row
of text in the window immediately adjacent to the right
border of the first window. For the simplest single-window

Window lmplementation
Implementation of the window-oriented display management features of the IDS requires very close interaction
between the HP 300 CPU, the IDS controller (an MC2 microcontrollerl), and the HP 300 display processor. To enable this close association the IDS uses a dual bus structure
(seeFig. 1). A 16-bit program and control bus is provided for
the execution of the MC2 firmware that handles CPU communications and controls the display processor. A separate
eight-bit display data bus is used by the display processor
for creating the composite character stream necessary to
refresh the CRT. Functional separation of the display refresh and display editing processes gives the controller the
bandwith necessary to support window management.
The display processor hardware incorporates two B0character row buffers that ensure uninterrupted CRT refreshing. While one buffer is being filled with the composite character information for the next row of the display
(characters, video enhancements, character set selection,
and window border information), the other buffer is supplying character stream information to the scan generator for
the row currently being displayed. When the row is completely displayed the buffers are functionally exchanged
and assembling ofthe next row can begin. The operation of
the scan generator fs similar to that of the HP 2640A
Terminal.2

The DisplayProgram
The technique of.creating the composite character stream
was developed especially for the IDS. The characters are
displayed on the screen as a set of 2+ contiguous rows.
Unfortunately this organization is not the most advantageous storage arrangement. To facilitate the editing necessary to provide both horizontal and vertical partial screen
scrolling and the environment switching that is fundamental to the HP 300, a program and data accessalgorithm was
devised for managing the display memory.
The display program is created by the IDS controller in
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Fig. 2. /DS conttoller creales a display program in response
fo lhe user's window requirements. The program, organized
as shown here, conslstsof a serles of four-byte instructions
and text. fext ls stored as a serles of linked 1B-bvtebuffers.
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Data Address MSBS
Oata Address LSBs

Fig. 3. /DS display instruction format.
screen, 24 display instructions are required, one for each
row in the window. The total number of instructions required for a particular display depends upon the number of
rows that are partitioned vertically. If six of the 24 rows are
partitioned between two vertical windows, these six rows
require 2x6:1,2 instructions in addition to the instructions
required for the remaining 1B rows.
The format of the display instruction is shown in Fig. 3.
The first byte in the four-byte instruction contains a zero in
bit location B (bits 0-7 are not used by display instructions).
This indicates to the display processor that the four bytes
are instructions rather than an instruction link. The next
seven bits contain the window width measured in character
positions. The second byte in the display instruction is the
initial video enhancement byte for this row in this window.
The third byte in the display instruction is used in conjunction with the fourth byte to point to the text data that is to be
displayed in the window. Bit B of the third byte set to 1
indicates that this is the last window in the row.

Text DataFormat
The text data is usually stored (by memory management
conventionl as a series of linked buffers with each containing 1B bytes. As far as the display processor is concerned,
the buffers can be any length. However, the memory management firmware uses 1B bytes as the standard length. The
buffer format is 16 data bytes followed by a two-byte data
link.
10
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Fig.4. Linkageand enhancementinformationis embedded
in the text to be displayed. To distinguish between characters
and linkages,a Huffman-codedset of data byte formatsis
used.

Since linkage and enhancement information is embedded in the text, a Huffman-coded set of data byte formats is
used to distinguish between characters and linkages (see
Fig. a). ASCII charactersthat represent text to be displayed
have a 0 in the most significant bit followed by the seven
ASCII bits. A data link used for linking the lists together is
identified by a 1 in the MSB followed by a 0 in the next bit.
The succeeding bits become the MSBs of the pointer. The
next byte in the buffer is used as the LSBs of the pointer,
much the same as an instruction link.
It is important to note that the various types of data bytes
may be arranged in any order within the data list. The
leading-ones coding makes them positionally independent,
unlike the instruction bytes, which must be sequential
within each four-byte instruction. This feature allows
character set selection and video enhancement changes to
be mixed easily within the same row of text.

SampleDisplayProgram
Fig. 5 shows the display screen produced by the sample
display program diagrammed in Fig. 2.
The sample program is designed to partition the upper
six rows of the display area into two windows. The first
window is 30 characters wide and the second is 50 characters wide. The first row of the first window contains the
alphabet, while the first row of the second window contains
the words THIS IS THE SECONDWINDOW. All other rows in
the first two windows are blank. The first row of the last
window (tB lines of B0 character positions each) contains
the text THIS IS THE THIRD WINDOW, while the remaining
rows are blank.
Recalling the previous discussion, it is apparent that
2 x 6 + 1B:30 display instructions are required for this sample program.
The display processor begins each frame at the top of the
instruction table by accessing the four-byte instruction for
row 1 in window 1. Then, as directed by the data address in
the instruction, it accessesthe linked data buffers until the
window width is satisfied. For row 1 of window 1, the data
list is 16 characters of the alphabet followed by a link to the
remainder of the alphabet. When the end-of-string (EOS)
flag is encountered in the data list, the row is blank-filled to
the end of window 1. The processor then proceeds back to
the instruction table for row 1 of window 2 followed by the
data list for window 2.
The second and subsequent rows of windows 1 and 2 are
blank, so the addresses in the instructions for these rows/
windows point directly to the EOS flag.
In a similar manner, each row of the display is processed
with one or more sequencesof an instruction fetch followed
by a data list. After the last row on the screen, the processor
resets the instruction address to the top of the table and
starts all over again (every 1/60th or 1/50th second) for
refresh of the next frane.
Using this program technique, vertical or horizontal
scrolling requires only the alteration of the data pointers in
the instruction table. Environment switching can be accomplished by creating a set of window information that is
not referenced in the current instruction table, then merely
inserting an instruction link in the table to point to the new
window instructions.
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Fig.5. Display resulting from the program of Fig. 2.
Multilingual Capabilities
The problem of satisfying international keyboard and
character graphic standards is easily solved in the IDS by a
combination of hardware and firmware.
The display processorblock contains space for up to three
alternate character graphic ROM sets. Each of the sets contains an identity code that is read and stored by the controlIer during the power-on sequence. This code allows the
controller to configure the alternate character set keys on
the keyboard, and provides a linkage mechanism for the
multilingual features.
The IDS keyboard is self-scanning, and interrupts the
controller whenever the state of any key changes. This frees
the controller from the tedious task of scanning the

keyboard and provides rollover and autorepeat capability.
A seven-bit keystation number is returned whenever the
keyboard interrupt is serviced. The fact that this number
has no direct relation to any ASCII character or code is the
key to multilingual configurations.
Fig. 6 depicts the transformation algorithm used to implement the multilingual feature. The ROM ID obtained at
power-on from the extension graphic ROM contains two
information fields: the map select field selects a base set
map corresponding to the base set graphics ROM, and the
table select field is used to point to one of eight extension
tables.
To process a keystroke, the selected base set map is addressed with the keystation number and the upper- or
lower-case shift bit. The byte thus addressed is one of three
types: local control, base set ASCII, or indirect vector.
If the key is a local control key, such as SHIFT or DEL
ENTRY, a local control code is returned to the controller
program and no character graphic is produced. If the key
meaning is invariant regardless of the language option, a
base set ASCII character is generated and used as an input to
the baseset character graphic ROM to produce the character
on the CRT.
If the key meaning is dependent upon the language option and hence the extension graphic ROM, an indirect
vector is returned. Six bits of this vector are used as an offset
to access a particular location in the extension table

Alfred F. Knoll
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Fig.6. Multilingualtransformationalgorithmselectseither a
control code or a character to be displayed depending on the
key that was pressed and the language being used.
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specifiedby the value of the tableselectfield of the ROM ID.
The contentsof this location is a byte containing an ASCII
code and an extensionROM selectbit. Ifthe desiredcharacter is not part of the base set, the select bit enables the
extension graphic ROM and the ASCII code specifiesthe
character.If, on the other hand, the particular characteris
not changedunder the languageoption in question,the
baseset is selected,and as before,the ASCII codespecifies
the character.
The maps and extensiontablesfor all the standardEuropean keyboard configurations are contained in a single
ROM that is standardwith the IDS. Configuringthe IDS to
support a different keyboardarrangementis merely a matter
of placing the proper extensionROM in its socket and
replacingor rearranginga few keycaps.
Testability
One of the primary objectivesof the IDS design was
testability. The successfulmeeting of this objective revolved around the developmentof a comprehensivebut
simple self-testcapability.This is achievedby dedicating
part of the firmware to a set of self-testroutines and providing a simple meansof displaying test status.
The IDS self-test is invoked at power-on and takes approximately three seconds.An HP LED array mounted on
the controller printed circuit assemblyand visible from the
rear of the HP 300 displaysthe test resultsin hexadecimal
form. The test is designedto require no external signals
other than power from the mainframeand thus establishesa

measureof goodnessfor the IDS independentof the stateof
the remainder of the HP 300. The test is comprehensive
enough to createabout a 90% confidencelevel in the functional integrity of the IDS.
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AMIGO/300:
A FriendlyOperatingSystem
by RalphL. Carpenter
FIRST FEATURE most people notice when seeTHE
ing an HP 300 in operation for the first time is the
I
ease with which the man/machine gap may be
I
bridged. For example, the operating system's user interface subsystem, the console handler, responds to naturallanguage commands, such as COPYFILE A to B. Most commands may be interrupted by the ATTN key on the integrated display system (lDS). When the ATTN key is pressed,
execution of the command (in this case duplication of a
file) continues, but two of the softkeys become labeled
CANCEL COPY and ACTIVATE COPY. Cancellation of the
copy results in the shutting down of the in-process duplication; activation simply results in the original display,
that is, just the COPY command in the input window and
the softkey labeled HnLp.
This design of an improved man/machine interface,
sometimes known as friendliness, has been carried
throughout the design of the HP 300 operating system,
AMIGO/300, resulting in modularity, maintainability, supportability, and ease of distribution. AMIGO/300 suppofts

multiprogramming, multitasking, virtual memory, a large
dictionary of commands, tools for synchronization of task
execution, and transportability of programs. The purpose of
this article is to present an overview of AMIGO/300's structure and functional modularity, and to give the reader more
of an understanding of what makes the HP 300 tick. File
management and terminal management, which are operating system services,were discussed last month and are not
included here.
Command Interface
The IDS servesas the console forthe HP 300. It has several
novel features that are managed by the console handler
portion of the operating system.
1. Softkeys. There are are eight keys along the righthand
side of the screen. Labels showing the functions of the
keys may be displayed on the screen.
2. Windows and borders. The IDS can accommodate several display structures on the screen at one time, separated bv borders fseries of tinv dotsl. One such window
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is dedicated to softkey labels.
3. ATTN (attention) key. This key causes an immediate
asynchronous interrupt.
4. System message light. This LED blinks whenever the
system needs the operator's attention.
5. Scrolling capability. One window at a time may be
shifted up or down and left or right to provide full
visibility of the data attached to that window.
In addition to the softkey window, the console handler
maintains the environment window, containing the generation name of the AMIGO/300 operating system along with
the current domain and the current date and time, the input
window, in which all typed commands and all command
interaction are displayed, the error window, in which all
interactive command errors are displayed, and one large
display window that may optionally be divided in half. The
display window contains scrollable output from previous
console activity.
All console activity is logged, beginning with the welcome banner (system identification, command language
version, and date of release), a list of device differences
between the active configuration and that which the system
was told to expect, the AMIGO/300 physical file name for
the console being logged, the file name of the previous
console log (only one previous log is retained), an indicator
showing how many times the log has overflowed, and for
each command that executes successfully, the date and
time execution finished, along with the date and time of
each job termination.
A job represents one execution of the user's application
program or of an HP-supplied subsystem (like BASIC). The
operator is allowed to run several concurrent copies of the
same program by using the form RUN P AS Jr. This causes
program P to be run as a background job. Ifthe operator uses
the shorter form RUN P, program P is run as an interactive
job. Ownership of the system console is automatically
granted to the interactive job and must be taken from it via
the ATTN key and specifically given to another job via the
ACTIVATE softkey or command. A job may consist of several
programs, because one program may load and start another
program using the standard systems services known as
program management. The only level at which a job is
defined is the console handler level.
Command Language
The AMIGO/300 system command language was designed to be as friendly as possible while providing a powerful and useful tool for users. It has an easy-to-learn syntax
and an English-like grammar, enabling the operator to form
command sentences that have obvious meanings.
Imperative sentences consisting of a verb followed by an
object form the basis of the language. Declarative sentences
are used in some caseswhere appropriate. Some commands
allow modifying clauses that supply optional parameters to
the command interpreter. These modifying clauses may
take various forms depending on the operator's wishes.
Abbreviations of language keywords are allowed, and misspellings of language keywords are corrected for the
operator (up to a point). The command interpreter is sensitive to common errors such as character transpositions and
replications, and it can handle missing, incorrect, or extta
characters depending on the length of the keyword and its
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context.
A command sentence is, in effect, a pattern of keywords
and data items. Whenever a keyword is required in the
pattern and the string entered as input does not match the
pattern, an error condition exists. Fortunately, many errors
of this type can be corrected dynamically. The abbreviation
rules already discussed are an example, as are common
typing errors such as replicated characters and simple letter
transpositions. More severe errors such as missing or incorrect characters are correctable only in limited cases.Correction ofthis type of error depends heavily on the length ofthe
input string and the context in which the keyword is required.
The AMIGO/300 operating system is the first HP computing system to employ sophisticated input correction
techniques. Therefore, it is anticipated that users will require a certain amount of experience to feel comfortable
with the system.
Several factors that are not obvious contribute to the
reliability of the methods chosen to do dynamic error correction. First, the system is very context sensitive. It operates under the assumption that the user knows in general
what he or she wants to do, even though the exact syntax of
the command statement may not be known by the person
entering the command. Thus only keywords legal in a given
context are "candidates". This list is always much shorter
than the list of all keywords known to the command interpreter. Second, before a correction is done, all candidates
are examined and a"candidateis chosen only if it is a unique
choice that differs from the typed input by no more than an
internally set threshold. Finally, the different sentence
structures of the various commands, the distribution of
keywords, and checks on the data entered add the same
redundancy to the command language that are present in
spoken communication. This further diminishes the possibility that an erroneous command input will be accepted
even if an erroneous keyword substitution is made.
Example: The'command verb nUpLICATE may be entered
in any of the following ways.
DUP
DPLCT
DPULICATE
DUPLIKATE

substring abbreviation
abbreviation by vowel removal
transposition
wrongcharacter

There are three general classes or types of errors reported
by the AMIGO/300 command interpreter. These include
errors in the command pattern input (called syntax errors),
errors in the meaning of data in the command (called
semantic errors), and system errors detected during the
execution of the command.
Syntax errors are errors detected during the interpretation of the command input by the user and represent an
uncorrectable failure to match the input with a valid command pattern. When this occurs, the cursor is positioned in
the IDS input window at the symbol that caused the error,
and a descriptive message is written to the IDS error window. These messages generally indicate what specific
keyword or data item is required, so in many instances a
person can learn the syntax of a command by interaction
with the error handler. More general messages are reported
when no command verb is found and when the list of legal

options is too long to fit in the input window.
Semantic errors are errors detected during the execution
of a command. These generally concern data that has been
input as part of the command, and they deal with the meaning of the data. For example a PURGEFILE command may be
entered with the syntactically correct file name Fr(ME). The
command may still fail because no file by that name exists
or the user attempting the PURGEdoes not have access to the
file. Semantic errors are reported in much the same manner
as syntax errors, except that in some cases, the cursor is
simply reset to the beginning of the command.
Finally, a command may fail during execution because of
a system failure. For example a DUPLICATEcould be terminated by an error in the I/O system, or becauseit is explicitly
aborted by the user. Execution errors are also reported in the
IDS error window.

ProgramManagement
A program, as the word is commonly used, is a series of
instructions telling a machine how to behave. On the HP
300 this form of program exists as a workspace, that being
the set offiles containing the source code, relocatable object
code (both in unlinked, symbolic form and in a form that
has had all its externals resolved), compiler listing, segmenter listing, linker listing, a file used by the symbolic
debug facility for mapping code and data into their corresponding source line number and data symbols, and a file
containing file equations for execution of the program in
the particular machine environment. In AMIGO/300, the
word "program" is most commonly used to describe the
installed (loaded) machine-level representation of a workspace.
A program is, first of all, a member of a iob. Remember,
however, that the job concept exists only at the console
handler level in AMIGO/300. A program may contain code
that calls an AMIGO/900 service for loading and starting
programs. These services are part of AMIGO/300's program
management facility. Such programmatic Ioading/starting
of a program (more specifically, a workspace is loaded and
the corresponding program is started) creates a hierarchy of
programs. Bottom-level programs may terminate, and that
is that, but if a program terminates at a higher.level in the
program hierarchy, all of its descendant programs must be
terminated also.
In addition to the program termination and abort capability, program management also provides for blocking and
unblocking of subordinate programs, inquiring as to the
status of a subordinate program, and retrieval of a parameter
array supplied at program startup.
Task Management and Synchronization
The primary structure of an execution environment
under AMIGO/300 is known as a task. These are the basic
building blocks that make up programs, which in turn
make up jobs. Initially, there exist only two tasks in each
program environment, one known as the outer block task
and the other known as the when task. The when task is
used solely by the AMIGO/300 operating system and is not
visible to the user; it is employed to support asynchronous
(or without wait) completion of file and terminal input/
output. The outer block task may create and start sibling

tasks, but there exists no hierarchical relationship among
tasks within a program environment. Each task has its own
arithmetic and control stack, used for procedure linkage,
parameter passing, and procedure-local storage. All tasks
share the same set of code segments in the program environment. Any sibling task that is created or started is limited to those code segments that are in the workspace. Thus,
an outer block task may only create or start a sibling task at a
procedure that is within the workspace. In addition to this
set of code segments, all tasks within a program share a
global data storage area and a set of program-local data
segments. Task management services include creation,
initiation of execution, aborting, blocking and unblocking,
alteration of a task's priority as well as other environmental
parameters, and other services.
Tasks may communicate information to one another by a
number of methods. The easiestto understand is the memory file communication technique. This technique is recommended for interprogram communication, when the
sending task and the receiving task are in two separate
program environments. A memory file is simply a systemowned (protected) data segment whose access is strictly
controlled by the file management facility under stringent
rules:
1. Only one program may read (receive) information from
the file, although multiple programs may write (send)
into it. Although multiple tasks in the receiving program
have access to this file, it is left to the application programmer to synchronize the sequence of reads or to
specify that all reads are to be performed by one task.
2. Queuing is first-in-first-out. A read request issued
against an empty memory file causes the receiver to wait
until a data element is sent by an active sender. Sending
is done without delay, unless the memory file is full.
Another method of intertask communication, which is
not permitted between programs, is via ID numbers and
events. For each program, the system maintains a list of ID
numbers, each of which is a positive integer. ID synchronization services are applied to this set of ID numbers. They
allow the user to refer to system objects (tasks, etc.) without
granting the user direct access to the corresponding control
blocks. Since ID numbers are local to each program, synchronization cannot occur across program boundaries, except via files.
There are five primitive functions for intertask synchronization: signal, wait, wait-any, request, and release.
These primitives can be applied to system-supplied events
(e.g., wait for a write to the printer to complete), or they can
be applied to programmatically reserved ID numbers. ID
numbers reserved by programs are called user-created IDs,
and their meanings are left to the program (for example, an
ID might represent completion of a series of computations,
with the result finally being stored into an area of storage
that is commonly addressable by two different tasks). The
wait-any primitive may be used where a number of asynchronous signals or multiple IDs are expected (e.g., multiterminal read operations). The request and release primitives are reserved for use on a very special type of ID, the
resource semaphore.
In a program that includes multiple tasks, common data
must be protected from conflicting access by several tasks.
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Configuring and Launching the
AMIGO/300 System
by DonaldM. Wiseand JamesC. McOullough
sysrEMBUILDis a privileged system program that provides the
capabilitiesof creating,modifying,or deleting an HP 300 software
configuration,a process sometimesreferredto as systemgeneration. lt is invoked in the MANAGER
domain by the command aurLo
svsrev,and can be run concurrentlywith other programs.Aftercompletion of sysrEMBU|LDit is not necessaryto stop the system immediately.The currently-runningsoftwareconfigurationremainsin
(see below), at which time the
effect until the next sysrEMsrARTUp
newly built softwareconfigurationtakes effect.
sysrEMBUILD
takes full advantage of the power of the integrated
display system (lDS) by extensive use of windows and softkeys.
Configurationoptions are displayed in menu-likefashion in the
softkeywindow and can be randomlyselectedvia the softkeys(see
Figs.1 and 2). Configurationparametersare specifiedby answering
questionsin the interactivewindow.Thereis no commandsyntaxto
be learned.A sequenceof questionscan be terminatedby simply
selecting another softkey instead of answeringthe question.The
current configurationis displayed in the display window during
specificationof each option, and is then updated to reflect the
specifiedchange. Each user input is checked for errors,which are
reported in inverse half-brightvideo in the error window. And of
course the rele facility is availablevia a softkey,with text entries
keyed to the configurationparameter questions to reduce index
searching.
svsrevsurLois easyto use not only becauseof the powerof the IDS,
but also because of underlying design goals of minimizinguser
interactionand of usingterminologythat is familiarto the user.sysrEM

Fig. 1. Sysfemgenerationon the HP 300is accomplished with
the help of svsrruautto,a privileged systemprogram.

Fig, 2. Configuration options are seiected by means of
softkeys. Configurationparametets are specified by answering questions in the interactive window.
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surLo
doesnotrequirethe userto respecify
the entireconfiguration
eachtime.lnstead,
theuserstartswithan existingconfiguration
and
specifies
onlythe changesthatareto be made.Userinteraction
is
alsosimplified
by allowingchangesto be specifiedin termsalready
known.Forexample,
to add the IMAGE/300
databasesoftware,
the
volume
userspecifiesthe nameIMAGE/300
and the appropriate
label,butdoesnotneedto knowthenamesofthedatafiles,libraries,
andworkspaces
thatmakeit up.Or,to adda printerto thehardware
itsname(e.9.,enrrurenr),
theuserspecifies
devicetype
configuration
(e.g.,2631)anditshardware
(e.9.,channel
1,device7),but
location
does not needto knowthe nameof the printerdriver.An added
rsa reducedpossibility
of error.
benefitof suchsimpleterminology
Theprocessof buildinga systeminvolves
threephases:initialization,specification,
and build.In initialization
the userselectsthe
configuration
that is to be modified,which can be the currently
(a description
runningconfiguration
or an inactive
configuration
of a
thatwassavedduringa previous
sysrEM
BUrLD
session).
configuration
phasetheuserchangesthestartingconfigDuringthespecilication
urationby addingor deletingsoftware
At thistimethe
andhardware.
modiliedconfiguration
maybe listedon theprinterandcanbe saved
as an inactiveconfiguration
for initialization
duringa subsequent
sysrEM
BU|LD
session.
Thisfeatureallowstheuserto stopsysrErv
BU|LD
and resumelaterwithouthavingto respecifychangesalready
phase,the configuration
is
Alsoduringthe specification
specified.
checkedfor errors.Theuseris notallowedto proceedto the build
phaseuntilall sucherrorshavebeencorrected.
Thenatureofthebuildphasedependsonwhetheror nottheentire
has
configuration
must be built. lf the softwareconfiguration
changed,or if thestartingconfiguration
is an inactiveconfiguration,
thentheentireconliguration
mustbe built.Theuseris promptedto
mountthe flexiblediscscontaining
Thensystem
systemsoftware.
code segmentsare linkedtogether,systemtablesare built,and
systemprograrns(e.9.,the BASICcompilerand svsreueuuo)are
preparedandlinkedto thenewsystem.
Theentireprocesstakes45
list
to 60 minutesor more,dependinguponthe optionalsoftware,
device,systemdisc,systemmemorysize,andotheractivityon the
if thestartingconfiguration
isthecurrently
running
system.However,
hasnotGhanged,
then
configuration
andif thesoftware
configuration
lessthan
onlythesystemtablesmustbe rebuilt,a processrequiring
fiveminutes.
Anothermajordesigngoalof svsreuBUILD
is the abilityto recover
fromunexpected
hardwareand softwareerrors.Forexample,it an
euuo(suchasan l/Oerrorwhilewritingto
erroris detectedby svsrera
ofthenatureoftheerrorandthefileor
theprinter)
theuseris informed
suil-ois
deviceinvolved.
Theusercanthenretrytherequest.lf svsrei,,t
(e.g.,by a usercommandor a powerfailunexpectedly
terminated
remainsin effect.
ure),the currentlyrunningsystemconfiguration
eurLo
and attemDt
the buildwithout
Theusercan thenrerunsysrEM
havingto restorea backupof the currentlyrunningconfiguration.
runningconfigurais built,thecurrently
Oncethenewconfiguration
cannotbe started
tionis savedasa backup.lf thenewconfiguration
for somereason(e.9.,insufficient
memorybecauseof largesystem
parameter
started.
values)thenthe backupsystemis automatically
BUTLD,
TheusercanthenrunsysrEM
correcttheerror,and rebuildthe
the
hasbeenstarted,
newconfiguration.
Oncethenewconfiguration
to conservedisc space.
backupcan be purgedvia sysrEi/BU|LD
Amongthe moreadvancedfeaturesof svsrEueutlois its crosscan be specifiedthat is
configuration
capability.A contiguration
This
completely
differentfromthe currentlyrunningconfiguration.

Fig.3, HP 300controlpanelis used whenstartingthe system.
configuration
can then be builton a foreignsystemvolume,and this
volume can be transportedto anothermachine with a compatible
hardwareconfigurationand used as its system volume. Other advancedfeaturesof sysrEM
BUTLD
includetoolsthatare usefulin operating systemdevelopmentbut are not normallyused by HPcustomers.
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Starting the System
sysrEM
srARrup
consistsof two privilegedprogramsresponsiblefor
launchingthe AMIGO/300operatlng system. svsrevsrnRruegains
controlvia the LoADor powEn
oNsequenceas a privilegedstand-alone
programand completesthe launchtask as a privilegedprogramwith
access to AMIGO/300system services.
The initiationof sysrEvsrnqrupis accomplishedby user mantputationof switcheson the HP300 controlpanel(see Fig.3). First,the user
dialsthe channeland devicenumbersof the systemdisc,thenturns
on the integrated system followed by the peripherals,and then
pressesHALT,
RESET,
and LoAD.
In keepingwith the HP 300'sfriendlinessand ease of use, several
featuressimplifythe task of starting up the AMIGO/300operating
system.sysrEN/
srARTUp
launchesthe operatingsystemwithoutuser
interaction.The only exceptionoccurswhen completionof a system
dump is required after an abnormal system shutdown. Changes
involvingrealmemorysize,the numberof l/O channels,l/O channel
mix, and number and status of l/O devices are detected by svsrev
srARTUp
and reportedto the user. lf svsrevsrenrupdeterminesthat it
cannot successfullycompletelaunchingthe currentlyconfigured
system, it will attempt to launch the previouslyconfiguredsystem.
This is possiblebecausesysreveurLoalwayssavesa backup system
when a new system is generated.

SYSTEMSIABTUP,ANd thE SOFTWAREMANAGEMENT
SYSTEV.LEE LEbOWitZ
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For example, a program may have a list structure that is
asynchronously accessedby several tasks.Ifone task begins
to insert a new entry and has updated only some of the
linkage pointers when a second task suddenly accessesthe
Iist, the second task will encounter incorrect and perhaps
invalid pointers. If several tasks simultaneously try to insert
new entries in the same place, then the result is likely to be a
very hard-to-find bug. These problems can be avoided by
use of resource semaphores. Each table, list, or similar entity is thought of as a resource that is owned by at most one
task at a time and is controlled by a resource semaphore.
Before accessingany such shared entity, a task must request
temporary ownership of the resource. When ownership is
granted, then the task can freely manipulate the associated

ft;t

sons for their outstandingperformancesin producing sysrEiiBU|LD,

data structure, since any other tasks that subsequently request this resource will be delayed. When the owning task
has finished the operation, it must release ownership. This
allows another task to be granted ownership and continue
its execution. Thus, all tasks that cooperate by issuing the
appropriate request and releaserequestswill have mutually
exclusive access to the resource.

VirtualMemoryManagement
The AMIGO/300 memory management services provide
virtual storage capability to programs operating on the HP
300. This feature is invisible to the programs, that is, no
planned segmentation or overlay structure need be invoked
by a program. There is a limit on the code segment size
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(currently 16K words), but one routine may call another
without having knowledge about the segmentation. Arrays
may be very large (the current limit of total directly addressable array storage is about two megawords for an application program), thus reducing the need to resort to
temporary file storage of intermediate results. Also available through the memory manager is the ability to alter the
size of the arithmetic/control stack, dynamic allocation and
deallocation of arrays, the ability to alter the size of an array,
and the ability to inquire into the parameters controlling the
bounds on segment sizes.
Other invisible facilities provided by the memory manager to support the virtual environment include disc file
block transfers (used by file management), buffer allocation
and freeze-down/unfreeze (used by file management and
terminal management), migration of segments from memory to disc (used by the scheduler), and miscellaneous other
internal services.
Virtual memory configurations include both random access memory and bulk disc memory. Variable-length code
and data segments are subject to migration between memory and disc according to the following rules:
1.. Individual segments migrate in (i.e., from disc to memory) when demanded either by a microcode-induced
trap or by an explicit migration request from some
software module.
2. Groups of segments migrate in before execution of a task
provided that the segments were previously migrated
out (i.e., from memory to disc storage).
3. Groups of segments migrate out whenever a task encounters a relatively long suspension.
4. Individual segments migrate out whenever they impede
an inbound migration request. Candidates for outward
migration are carefully selected on the basis of the owning task's priority, the state and age of the segment, and
the content of the segment.
Storage space for an array may reside in one of three
Iocations: in the global region, on the arithmetic/control
stack, or in one or more data segments.Which region is used
depends upon the language in which the program is written. In the HP 300 system language, array space is allocated
in the global region when the declaration
type ARRAY name (rangeJ
appearsin the program's main procedure, or the declaration
OWN type ARRAY name (range)
appears in a procedure, and range is a relatively small
number. Array space is allocated on the stack when the
declaration
type ARRAY name frange)
appears in a procedure, and range is a relatively small
number. Data segment space is allocated for the array when
the declaration
(OWN) type ARRAY name (*) or (range)
where rangeis a relatively large number, appears anywhere
in the program. The preceding discussion applies to array
allocation through the declarative capability ofthe HP 300
system language. In addition to declarative allocation, the
programmer may employ the ALLOCATE statement for
dynamic size adjustments.
The arithmetic/control stack is used for storage of
procedure-local variables, intermediate computational results, parameters for called procedures, and stack markers
22 HewrEfi-pncKARD
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(i.e., return code segment number, program register, and
old value of local-storage stack pointer). The stack may be
expanded (but not shrunk) automatically by the AMIGO/
300 operating system upon a trap condition known as stack
overflow. Once the stack reaches its maximum size,
AMIGO/300 is not able to grow the stack any further. A stack
overflow trap occurring when the stack is at its maximum
size causes the program to be aborted.
A memory management service is provided to disable
automatic stack expansion. Another service may be invoked to shrink the stack. Controlled expansion/shrinkage
of the stack may be done at any opportune time in the
progress of the application or subsystem (whereas automatic expansion may introduce a thrashing condition).
Two important points should be considered in regard to
programs intended to execute in a multiprogramming virtual memory environment. First, one can never predict the
execution-time program mixture. Therefore, few assumptions should be made about guaranteed performance. Second, the amount of random-access memory available to the
task is always dependent upon instantaneous machine-load
considerations, such as priority preemption, buffer freezedowns, and so on.
Timer Services
An application programmer can use the timer services in
many ways. For example:
1. Toretrievetoday's date and/orthe current time, for printing dated (volatile) reports, for logging of transactions,
for computing elapsed time, for noting the time to an
interactive application program user, and so on.
2. To retrieve the job date (i.e., the date parameter specified
in the RUN command) for preprinting checks, invoices,
and so on.
3. To perform a conversion from one date form to another,
for example from Julian to month/day or vice vetsa.
4. To add a date (Julian form only is supplied) and a constant for sales forecasting reports and the like.
5. To begin a watchdog timer at the same time that another
request of possibly indefinite duration is initiated. This
guarantees that, by use of the wait-any synchronization
service, there will be some reasonable limit to the delay.
For example, the system might be programmed to
prompt an interactive terminal user that input is requested, and find, by timer expiration, that there is no
one at the terminal.
Trap Handling
A series of arithmetic computations is usually done without regard to the data being operated on. Thus an underflow, overflow, divide by zero, or similar condition may
occur. Even an experienced programmer may accidentally
incur bounds violation traps-for example, by execution of
an instruction that references an uninitialized address
parameter, or by indexing beyond the end of an array.
When a trap of this type occurs, the AMIGO/300 trap
handler does not abort the program, as is usual, but instead
transfers control to a user-supplied or library routine. In a
user-supplied routine, files and data basesmight be brought
to a known state before the program is aborted' A library
routine might be more intricately tied into an error report-

ing package (e.g., the AMIGO/300 formatter).
In the caseof a bounds violation, the trap handler looks to
see if the symbolic debug package is configured into the
program, and if so, invokes the symbolic debug package's
trap handling routine to interact with the operator and to
report where in the program the violation occurred.

InternalInterruptHandler
The internal interrupt handler takes care of every
microcode-induced trap. Many of these imply that the HP
300 hardware is responding erroneously, or that there is
some inconsistency within AMIGO/300 itself, in which case
the system is brought to a graceful shutdown (as graceful as
possible under the circumstances). However, most of the
traps fielded by the internal interrupt handler are normal
and are expected to occur. For example, code and data
segments under AMIGO/300 are normally not locked into
memory, so they may be absent when needed. In such a
circumstance, the microcode understands that the desired
segment is not resident in memory, and that AMIGO/300
will take care of making the segment resident before continuing execution ofthe task that incurred the absence trap.
The internal interrupt handler does not resolve the issue of
making the segment resident and rescheduling the task for
later execution. Instead, it calls upon the memory manager
and the scheduler to do so.
Other expected events that are processed by the internal
interrupt handler include:
1. Bounds violation. Thetraphandleris invokedifthe code
that incurred the violation was other than system code.
2. Arithmetic overflow, underflow, invalid operand (e.g.,
divide by zero), invalid character. These also result in
invocation of the trap handler if encountered in program
code.
3. IPL, or cold-load. This trap invokes the AMIGO/300
startup program.
4. Power-fail and power-on (to the central processing unit,
or CPU). Currently, AMIGO/300 does minimal recovery.
5. Timer (CPU clock) trap. Transfer of control is passed to
the kernel (see next section) for handling of the timer
trap.
6. Debug instruction executed. Control is passed to the
system debug facility.
The internal interrupt handler also fields many unexpected traps, most of which result in a soft crash of the
AMIGO/300 system.
The Kernel of AMIGO/300
The kernel of AMIGO/300 consists of the following services, which are a basis for the multitasking environment:
1. The dispatcher, which is responsible for selection of
one of the tasks in the system to become active
2. Allocation of control blocks that define tasks. events.
semaphores, I/O request elements, and generalized
control structures
3. Handling of timer traps, maintenance of the watchdog
timer queue, and initiation of timer requests
4. Setting and retrieving the date and the time of day
5. Starting, stopping, retrieving, and initializing a task's
CPU execution timer
6. Recovery from power failure
7. Blocking and unblocking tasks

B. Synchronization primitives (wait and post)
L I/O initiation and completion
10. Generalized queue-handling routines.
This kernel consists of two major facilities. One is known
as the control program, but since it bears no resemblance to
a program as formally defined in AMIGO/300, it is simply
referred to as CP. The other kernel facility is the I/O system,
consisting of a driver interface in two forms: the initiator
interface, known as the I/O request service, and the
completor/continuator interface, known as the dispatcher.
Device drivers are not included in the kernel I/O system,
but they must, of course, conform to certain behavior
patterns to be qualifiable.
Each task is bound to a list of completed (i.e., posted)
events for that task. Of course, each posted event must be
configured as owned by an existing task before invocation
of the post primitive. The wait primitive examines this list
of events, waiting for the appearance on the list of the
particular event specified. The wait-any primitive takes the
first-found completed event (if there is one) and processes
that one. When the wait (or wait-anyJ primitive is unable to
locate the event in question, an instruction is executed that
causes the dispatcher to begin execution, and suspends the
previously executing task. A special type of event,
nicknamed the when event, is capable of vectoring execution of the task to a preconfigured procedure entry point.
The when event is processed whenever a wait-any primitive is requested by a task to which the event has been
configured and the event is already complete (i.e., posted),
or upon completion of such an event for which a task is in
the wait-any staie.
Resource semaphore locking/unlocking primitive services provide a means of traffic flow control, such that data
structures, etc. that are going to be revised or investigated
by one task can be protected from investigation or revision
by another task, where both tasks may be executing the
same code. The current AMIGO/300 implementation permits only one task to lock any semaphore. An attempt to
lock by another task results in the second task being blocked
(that is, taken off the dispatcher's active task list) until the
owner relinquishes control via an unlock, at which time the
dormant task becomes the owner and is unblocked. Measurements will reveal whether this simplistic approach to
semaphore queueing is adequate or not. If not, the queuing
algorithm can be changed without revision of higher-level
AMIGO/goo code.
Scheduling and Dispatching
As mentioned above, the dispatcher is part of the kernel
of AMIGO/300. Its primary duty is to put tasks into execution, but it also responds to I/O drivers'interrupt handlers
requesting that completion processing be performed. In the
latter case, the dispatcher simply calls the driver's completor section, having found the entry label in a fixed table.
I/O completion processing can be preempted by further
interrupts, but only one completor may run at a time.
Dispatching of tasks is a process of searching the dispatcher's active task queue for the first unblocked task.
Since tasks are installed by the scheduler in priority order,
the first-found task will be of highest precedence. Another
function related to the dispatching of tasks is the termina-
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tion of a task's execution. This occurs whenever the task
requests a wait service or when the task's remaining-CPUtime counter goes to zero. Once the dispatcher or the wait
primitive determines that the task currently executing
should cease execution, the scheduler is invoked to arbitrate. If there is nothing for the task to do, that is, if the wait
primitive invoked the scheduler, the task is automatically
blocked, and may be removed from the dispatcher's queue
should the event being awaited be a long-term event. Generally, all events are long-term except the completion of a
disc transfer. If entry into the scheduler was caused by a
task's CPU time running out, the scheduler must assessthe
state of the task relative to other tasks in the scheduler's
queue, a superset of the dispatcher's queue. If need be, the
current task is blocked by the scheduler. It may also be
dequeued from the dispatcher's list. When an awaited event
occurs, the event is linked into the waiting task's complete
list by the post primitive. If the list was previously empty,
entry to the scheduler is again made. This time, the
scheduler may find the task in a state that permits it to run if
unblocked, so the scheduler unblocks the task. On the other
hand, the task may be off the dispatcher's runable task
queue, in which casethe scheduler must see whether or not
the task's memory resourceshave been consumed, and if so,
must ultimately stage the task's working set back into memory. We now arrive at the portion of the scheduler that is
tightly coupled to the memory manager.

background in compiler design, and Bill, with his extensive
operating systems knowledge. The AMIGO/300 operating
system modules represent the concerted and diligent efforts
of Jim Avera, Chris Crump, Bill Dalton, Steve Gadol, Bill
Haccou, lohn Hawkes, Ken Macy, Frank Mendoza, Bill
O'Shaughnessy, Bill Parrish, Gary Wermuth, and Bill Williams. The console handler was developed by Ken Macy,
Steve Gadol and Chris Crump, the program manager and
trap handler by Gary Wermuth, the task manager, synchronization services, and scheduler by Jim Avera, the
memory manager by Bill Haccou, Jim Avera, and John
Hawkes, the internal interrupt handler, system debug,
microcode-assisted trace facility, and simulation environment by Bill Williams, the timer services by Frank Mendoza, Bill Dalton, and fim Avera, the kernel (dispatcher,
control program and I/O system) by Bill Dalton, Frank Mendoza, Bill O'shaughnessy, and Bill Parrish.

Whenever an absencetrap (previously discussed)occurs,
the memory manager looks for free memory of adequate size
to hold the demanded segment. If it cannot find sufficient
free memory, it begins to try different means of making it
available. If all fails, it invokes the scheduler for a policy
decision: Is the task in question of sufficient precedence to
warrant the displacement of another task, or is it not? This
decision involves potential queue manipulation, and very
possibly a task switch (i.e., dispatch) to_a different task.

SystemDebugFacility
The system debug facility has been more instrumental in
wringing out mistakes in the rest of AMIGO/300 than any
other feature. With it, one can insert, clear, or list breakpoints (permanent, temporary, or counting), display code
and data segment contents, print a trace of the control stack,
display global or stack storage locations, display absolute
memory locations, display register contents, and modify
code and data segment contents. By knowing where the
kernel keeps its data structures, the systems programmer
can look at a task's current state, find out whether an event
is complete or not, Iocate driver storage and external device
states, and obtain many other pieces of vital information.
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A Multiple-OutputSwitchingPower
Supplyfor ComputerApplications
Designedforcomputermainframes,thisOEMpowersupply
is an economicalsolutionfor the HP 300'spower
requirements.
by Dilip A. Amin and Thane Kriegel

OST COMPUTERSYSTEMSare powered by custom power supplies,designedfor a specificapplication.There are reasonsfor this: tradition, size or
shape constraints, and the fact that each new computer has
its own sequencing or status reporting requirements. Recent advances in technology have made power supply
development a major expense, so that it no longer makes
senseto develop a new power supply for each new product.
The power supply used in the HP 300 is a standard,
off-the-shelf power supply designed for computer mainframe applications. The HP Model 63312F four-output
550W modular switching power supply provides SV at up
to 50A, +12V or +15V at up to 10A and +0V at 1.{.
Use of this commercially available unit was made possi-

ble by features incorporated in the 63312F and by partitioning the power system in such a way that the under and
overvoltage shutdown and on-off sequencing circuits are
not in the power supply, but in the system. The 633 12F has
two shutdown terminals that can be used to control the
outputs for sequencing, undervoltage, and so on. In addit i o n , a 1 5 V b i a s s o u r c e i s p r o v i d e d b y t h e 6 3 3 1 2 Ft o p o w e r
the external system's supervisory circuits, even when the
power supply outputs are shut down. The -ri.2V outputs of
the 63312F can be changed to -r 1BV by simply shorting two
terminals.
By incorporating these features in the power supply and
by keeping the system supervisory circuits out of the
63312F, HP has been able to use this same standard off-the-

Fig. 1. Three interlocking,functionally independent printed circuit boards contain all the ctrcuits
in the 63312F Multiple Output
Switching Power Supply. The
supply provides up to 550 watts at
5V, +12V or +1 5V,and up to 40V.
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shelf power supply in two other computers, the HP 3000
Model 33 and the HP 3000 SeriesIII.*
As computersmove out of the controlled environment of
the computerroom and into the office or factory,additional
safetyand electromagneticinterference(EMI)requirements
areimposed.Since most of the impact of theserequirements
is on the power supply, using a standardpower supply that
meets worldwide safety and EMI requirements simplifies
getting approval of the system.
The 63312FPower Supply is designedto meet many of
the worldwide safety requirements. It is one of the few
assembliesconnecteddirectly to the power line, and therefore is designed not to fail in such a way as to present a
shock or fire hazard to the operator.In addition, the power
supply was designed to minimize the amount of electromagnetic interference conducted back onto the power
line.
The 63312Fis packagedin a 203x292x1.27-mmenclosure(Fig. 1). The circuitsare containedon three interlocking printed circuit boards.The circuit boardsare functionally independent. The input ac line circuits are all on the
motherboard,mounted horizontally in the bottom of the
'Editoas note: Articles on these systems are planned lor a future issue.

chassis.The EMI filter and safetyisolation circuits are also
on this assembly.
The two vertical plug-in boards are the output circuits.
Oneboardcontainsthe 5V, 50A output circuitsand the 40V,
1,{ output circuit. The other board contains the l-L2V lo
-r15Voutput regulators.Forcedair cooling keepsthe internal temperaturerise to only 4'C and improves the reliability
of the power supply. Putting all the componentsincluding
the 50A output circuits on printed circuit boardseliminates
most hand wiring. This provides consistentperformance
and reliable low-costwave-solderedconnections.
Theory of Operation
Fig. 2 is a circuit diagramof the 63312FPower Supply.
The ac power line voltageis rectified and filtered to provide
an unregulated30O-voltdc source.A doubler/bridgeconfigurationallowseither 120or 220Vac input voltageoperation. Line voltageselectionis achievedby externalstrapson
the input barrierstrip. ThermistorsR1 and RZare provided
to limit the inrush current necessaryto charge the energy
storagecapacitorsC1 and C2 when power is applied.
The 20-kHz inverter circuit converts the 300-volt dc
sourceto a pulse-width-modulated(PWM), 1S0-volt-peak

v4(+)
Optional
Outpul

v4(-)
cNDO---l

+s1
v1(+)

/v

v1(-)
-sl

5V Overuolbge
V2, V3 Oveivollage

Fig. 2. 63312F Power Supply circuit diagram. Large-scale-integrated-circuitpulse-width modulators (PWM lCs) control the conduction periods of the inverter circuits.
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square wave. This circuit consists of flux-balancing
capacitor C3, inverter transformer T1 , switching transistors
Q1 and Q2, fuse F2, and current transformer T2. Alternately
switching transistors Q1 and Q2 on and off creates the
2O-kHz PWM square wave. Diodes CR1 and CR2 keep transistors Q1 and Qz in the active mode during the on part of the
cycle and a negative base voltage is applied during the
turn-off transition to hasten turn-off and minimize switchi n g l o s s e si n Q 1 a n d Q 2 .
Besides voltage transformation, inverter transformer T1
provides safety isolation between the primary and regulated outputs. The stepped-down secondary voltages of T1
are rectified and average-filtered to provide the five-volt
output. The flux balancing capacitor, C3, prevents dc flux
build-up on T1 caused by asymmetrical characteristics of
Q1 and Q2. However, unbalanced flux can occur during
transients, resulting in high magnetizing currents in TL.
These currents are sensed by the current transformer, T2,
and the appropriate correction signal is communicated to
the control circuitry.
The five-volt output (V1) is controlled and regulated by
voltage and current error amplifiers U1 and U2. The signals
from the error amplifiers are fed to U3, a large-scale
integrated-circuit pulse-width modulator (PWM IC), to
control the conduction period of the main inverter. The
PWM IC has min/max pulse width limiters and its output
drives the inverter transistors Qf and Q2 through the isolated drive transformers, T3 and T+.
A 60-Hz bias transformer, T5, provides regulated bias
voltage to the control circuit and drive power to inverter
transistors Q1 and Q2. In addition, bias is provided to
power external circuitry for system monitoring and control.
The fan is connected with the autotransformer primary of
bias transformer T5 to accept either 120 or 22O Vac inout
power.

AuxiliaryRegulators
Two additional regulated outputs, V2 and V3, are provided. These outputs derive their inputs from auxiliary
windings on inverter transformer T1. These voltages are
rectified, averaged-filtered, and regulated by a 40-kHz
switching regulator in the continuous current mode. The
turn-on/off circuit for these regulators is shown in Fig. 3.
The control circuits are similar to the main five-volt output control circuit. Voltage and current error amplifiers
provide the control signals to PWM ICs to turn off the
switching transistors. (A clock turns on the switches.)

Fig.3. Turnonloffcircuitfor the V2 and V3 regulators.Energy
stored in the tnductor turns Q3 off rapidly to reduce storage
time and improve efficienc,.

Time
Fig.4. Turn-onsequenctngls deslgnedfor proper operation
of semiconductormemorv devlces.
Flyback diodes maintain continuous current in the output
filter chokes.
The voltage error amplifier for V2 is connected so the V2
output voltage tracks the V3 output. In addition, V2 is
inhibited until the V3 output has reached a predetermined
level (see Fig. a). This form of voltage sequencing is required in computer systems for proper operation of
semiconductor memory devices. Current limit and
overvoltage protection are also provided on V2 and V3.

OtherCircuits
In addition to the main output regulator and control circuits, additional circuits are provided for protection and
power management. These include:
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

Slow turn-on
Overcurrent/short circuit
Overvoltage
Line undervoltage
Line overvoltage
Overtemperature
Inrush current protection
Inverter peak current limiter
Internal overload protection
Remote turn-on/off
Remote sensing.

Electromagnetic lnterference
The power supply is designed to meet the Federal Republic of Germany EMI specification VDE 0871/3.68. A sevensegment EMI filter was designed that incorporates both

Fig. 5. Bias transformeruses noyel concentric bobbins to
achieve required safety spacings.
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internal construction requirements on the safety isolation
transformers. New techniques were created in the transformer designs to provide the additional dielectric strength
without sacrificing performance and costs. The bias transformer. T5. uses novel concentric bobbins to achieve the
required safety spacings (seeFig 5). Inverter transformer T1
and driver transformers T3 and Tq are wound with wire that
has additional insulation, and extra taping between windings is provided.

common mode and normal mode filters. The input storage
capacitors have low series resistance and inductance to
minimize conducted noise to and from the inverter. The
inverter transformer has dual primary windings and multishielded secondaries to reduce noise conducted through
interwinding capacitances.All outputs have Schottky rectifiers and high-frequency filters to minimize output ripple
and noise.
Safety
Requirements for high dielectric breakdown strength
proved to be an interesting challenge in the design of this
computer power supply. Specifications for printed circuit
board trace spacings and component spacings made highdensity packaging more difficult. In addition, there were
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